
 

Brief about progress in  Jhinuk  
 

Period: 2017-18 

 

Visited by Viswa Ammula September 18, 2017 and then again in February 9th, 2018 

 

Play-School "Jhinuk" (meaning "a shell that nurtures a pearl or the first spoon used to feed a 

baby" in Bengali) was started in 2012 as a playschool for toddlers below 5 years of age and also 

for those chilldren who are supposed to be in school but are either not enrolled or are on the 

verge of drop out because they are not able to follow the class room sessions and do not have any 

one to help them with the studies . "Jhinuk" meets the growing demand from mothers to 

strengthen intervention for the welfare of toddlers and older out of-school children whose needs 

are largely neglected and the demand is growing steadily over the years.   

 

The school follows the Montessori system of teaching. The process is more of interaction and 

involvement in different activities which helps a child to learn fast and grow as per potential.  

Apart from attending regular Yoga and meditation session during assembly in the evenings, these 

children enjoy learning art and craft very much. They go to park on Saturdays if the weather 

permits which seems the best part for them to be in Jhinuk. This year we took them to Zoo for a 

day long outing. The children had great fun watching animals, enjoyng ice-creams , candy and 

moving around freely. We were fortunate enough to have few volunteers among us who helped 

them to learn through drawing, colouring and making puzzles which obviously help to improve 

analitical and cognitive skills among early learners.   

 

This year three of the children were admitted in a Private English medium school in pre-primary 

class. Six others who joined Jhinuk in the middle of the year were later admitted to nearby 

vernacular school in standard I and fifteen more to pre-primary class. Government aided schools 

had started pre-primary sections as new initiative under Early Learning Strategy and requested 

New Light to send the young children who are prepared to go to school as this will help them to 

develop the schooling habit at an early age. 

 

A special Health Check up drive for all the children of Jhinuk was conducted with the support of 

Rotary Club at Rotary Sadan. Growth indicator for all the children were found upto the mark 

with few minor cases of seasonal cough and cold, and skin infection.  

 

Overall extremely pleased witht the progress and to be able to supoort such an organization with 

deep rooted benefits for children and the families. God bless 

 

Please see some photos taken during the visit.  



 


